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Shifts in Facial Impression Structures
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Abstract
Facial impressions have long been argued to be driven by two independent dimensions of trustworthiness and dominance.
However, in an intergroup context, we reasoned that these dimensions may shift predictably and become more positively
related for ingroup members, yet negatively related for outgroup members, due to dominance signaling outgroup threat and/or
ingroup prosociality. In two studies, we examined how the two dimensions shift across minimal group boundaries for White tar-
gets. In Study 1, core dimensions of trustworthiness and dominance became intertwined with each other differently for ingroup
and outgroup targets. In Study 2, stronger stereotypic beliefs that trustworthiness ’ dominance for ingroup than outgroup
mediated the shifts in facial impression dimensions. This work advances our understanding of facial impressions and intergroup
bias by showing that the facial impression dimensions are not fixed but may shift across group boundaries and that such shifts
occur above and beyond simple ingroup favoritism.
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People spontaneously infer a broad range of personality
traits from faces (Klapper et al., 2016; Oosterhof & Todorov,
2008). Although such facial impressions are typically inaccu-
rate (Jaeger et al., 2020; Rule et al., 2013), information
inferred from faces strongly influences a wide range of social
decision-making, including some with dire consequences such
as criminal sentencing (Duarte et al., 2012; Hassin & Trope,
2000; Todorov et al., 2005; Wilson & Rule, 2015). Facial
impressions tend to be highly consistent across multiple per-
ceivers (Hehman et al., 2017; Todorov et al., 2008), social
groups (Cogsdill et al., 2014), and world regions and cultures
(Jones et al., 2021). Oosterhof and Todorov’s (2008) influen-
tial model of facial impressions has argued that, of all the
possible trait judgments we can make, facial impression
structure can be boiled down to two independent dimensions
of trustworthiness and dominance. They argue that these
dimensions are universal and arose due to their functional
importance to survival: trustworthiness indicates people’s
good or bad intentions, whereas dominance indicates their
ability to enact those intentions.

Although facial impressions show consistency across
perceivers, a growing body of research has provided evi-
dence that diversity in perceiver and target characteristics,
as well as top-down processes among perceivers, also
impact perceivers’ facial impression structures. Perceiver
characteristics are estimated to contribute a significant

proportion of the variance in facial impressions overall
(Hehman et al., 2017, 2019; Xie et al., 2019). Other
research has demonstrated that the core dimensions under-
lying facial impression structures—trustworthiness and
dominance—can shift or disappear entirely depending on
various factors, such as targets’ social group memberships
(Collova et al., 2019; Oh et al., 2020; Sutherland et al.,
2015), perceivers’ idiosyncratic beliefs about traits (Stolier
et al., 2018b, 2020), racial and gender stereotypes (Xie
et al., 2021), and perceivers’ cultural environment (Oh
et al., 2022; Sutherland et al., 2020). These findings suggest
that the idea of a fixed and universal architecture for facial
impressions does not fully account for more malleable and
dynamic facial impression structures that predictably vary
across many characteristics of who is judging and who is
being judged.
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While recent research has demonstrated variations in
facial impression structures by target race and gender, it is
unclear how ingroup/outgroup status affects facial impres-
sion structures. Extant research on intergroup face process-
ing has demonstrated a similar ingroup favoritism that is
observed in other kinds of intergroup judgments (Tajfel
et al., 1971). For example, people associate favorable traits
such as trustworthiness with ingroup faces more so than
outgroup faces (Hong & Ratner, 2021; Hutchings et al.,
2021; Ratner et al., 2014), perceive ingroup members’ emo-
tional expressions as more positive than the same emotional
expressions displayed by outgroup members (Beaupré &
Hess, 2003; Dunham, 2011; Lazerus et al., 2016), and allo-
cate greater cognitive resources to processing ingroup versus
outgroup faces (Hong et al., 2022; Hugenberg & Corneille,
2009) that results in better recognition memory of ingroup
faces (Bernstein et al., 2007; Hugenberg et al., 2010).

An unresolved question, however, is whether targets’
ingroup/outgroup status affects the structure of facial
impressions above and beyond any well-documented eva-
luative bias due to ingroup favoritism. For instance, domi-
nance on an outgroup member’s face might be perceived as
outgroup members’ ability to enact ‘‘bad’’ intentions and
thereby pose a threat to ingroup resources, culture, and val-
ues (Esses et al., 1993). This would result in perceived domi-
nance being relatively more negatively related to perceived
trustworthiness for outgroup members. Conversely, domi-
nance on an ingroup member’s face might be perceived as
their ability to enact ‘‘good’’ intentions because they are
expected to provide support and resources (Brewer, 2007),
and thus perceived dominance would be relatively more
positively related to perceived trustworthiness for ingroup
members. Given the bidirectional conceptual associations
between traits that scaffold facial impressions structure
(Stolier et al., 2018b, 2020), if these varied between ingroup
and outgroup, then the reverse may be true as well. Higher
perceived trustworthiness would lead to the perception of
relatively higher dominance for ingroup compared to out-
group members. The stereotype content model also argues
that there are two core dimensions underlying stereotype
content—warmth and competence—and that ingroup
members are often stereotyped as both high warmth and
high competence, whereas outgroup stereotypes vary across
different groups (Cuddy et al., 2009; Fiske et al., 2002). It is
conceivable that targets’ ingroup/outgroup status would
similarly shift overall facial impression structures.

In the current research, we examined the effects of tar-
gets’ ingroup/outgroup status on overall facial impression
structures. To limit any effects of preexisting stereotypes
and prejudices people might have about real-world groups,
we used the minimal group paradigm (Tajfel et al., 1971).
In Study 1, we examined whether overall facial impression
structures differ across minimal ingroup and outgroup.
While ingroup/outgroup motivational processes would
likely to play a role, a more proximal mechanism facilitat-
ing such differences may be perceivers’ different conceptual

associations about the ingroup vs. outgroup. Thus, we
examined whether shifts in conceptual knowledge structures
across ingroup and outgroup could explain corresponding
shifts in facial impression structures. Study 2 examined the
differential relationships between trustworthiness and domi-
nance across ingroup and outgroup by manipulating rather
than measuring trait-related facial appearance. We also
examined the intermediary role of conceptual knowledge in
the shifts in facial impression structures across ingroup and
outgroup. All data, materials, and analysis scripts are avail-
able at https://osf.io/6xcvg/.

Study 1

In Study 1, we predicted that the overall structures of
ingroup and outgroup facial impressions would diverge
due to distinct conceptual knowledge structures for ingroup
and outgroup, which involves the two core dimensions
underlying facial impressions and conceptual knowledge,
trustworthiness and dominance, shifting across group
boundaries. We test this using representational similarity
analysis (RSA), an approach that has been used to assess
structural shifts in facial impressions (Stolier et al., 2018a)
including in minimal group contexts (Hong & Ratner,
2021). We then characterized such shifts by examining
changes in the relationships between core dimensions of
trustworthiness and dominance across ingroup and out-
group. Because previous research finds that trustworthiness
and dominance are weakly negatively related (r = 2.20;
Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008),1 we expected that these
dimensions would be somewhat negatively related overall
at baseline but significantly less so for ingroup and more so
for outgroup.

Method

Participants. Our target sample size was 265 participants
based on the sample size necessary to detect a small effect
size (Cohen’s d = .20) at 90% power using a paired-sample
t-test. We rounded up our target size and recruited 300
White participants from Prolific to participate in an online
study about how people make social judgments. We
recruited White participants only to control for any effects
of preexisting racial stereotypes and prejudices.
Participants who did not have any variability in their
responses or failed attention checks were excluded from
the analyses. After exclusion, our final sample size was 257
participants (Mage = 38.20, SDage = 12.80; 150 female,
104 male, three other). Participants received monetary
compensation.

Stimuli. We used 40 male and 40 female faces with neutral
expressions from the Chicago Face Database (Ma et al.,
2015). To avoid interactions due to racial stereotypes, we
used only White faces, and each participant rated 30 unique
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faces of only one gender (randomized across participants).
For each participant, we randomly selected 30 faces from
the pool of 40 faces. We used the 14 traits from Oosterhof
and Todorov (2008): aggressive, attractive, caring, confi-
dent, dominant, emotionally stable, intelligent, mean, respon-
sible, sociable, threatening, trustworthy, unhappy, and weird.

Procedure. First, we assigned participants to one of two
groups using a classic minimal group paradigm procedure
(Hong & Ratner, 2021; Tajfel et al., 1971). Participants
were told that we were interested in how facial features
relate to artistic preference. They were then told that that
they would make judgments about 30 faces of people who
have different artistic preferences on five different traits.
Participants first completed a test to determine their own
artistic preferences. In this task, they viewed 12 pairs of
paintings by modern European artists, Paul Klee and
Wassily Kandinsky, and chose whichever painting they
liked better on a given trial. On each trial, one of the paint-
ings was by Kandinsky and the other one was by Klee. The
location of each painting did not correspond to the painter,
and the signature of the painter was hidden from each
painting to prevent participants from choosing based on
the painter’s name. At the end of the test, we provided pre-
determined, bogus feedback (randomized across partici-
pants), indicating that each participant preferred paintings
by either Kandinsky or Klee.

Face Ratings. Following group assignment, participants
rated 15 ingroup faces and 15 outgroup faces on five traits
randomly selected from the total list of 14 traits. We pre-
sented each person’s artistic preference along with their

photograph (e.g., ‘‘How trustworthy is this Kandinsky per-
son?’’). Participants responded using a 7-point Likert-type
scale (1 = not at all, 7 = very much). If the target person
shared the same group membership as the participant (e.g.,
Kandinsky person rating Kandinsky person), then the par-
ticipant was making judgments about an ingroup face; if
they had different group memberships (e.g., Kandinsky
person rating Klee person), then the participant was mak-
ing judgments about an outgroup face. Participants rated
each trait in a block before moving onto the next trait. The
order of trait presentation was randomized across partici-
pants, and the order of face presentation was randomized
across participants and across blocks. These ratings
allowed us to generate a 5 3 5 similarity matrix in face
ratings (within a broader 14 3 14 similarity matrix across
participants) that captures the pairwise similarities (i.e.,
Pearson correlations) in face ratings among the five traits
evaluated (see Figure 1).

Stereotype Ratings. Next, participants rated stereotype asso-
ciations for each of the two minimal groups (i.e., their con-
ceptual associations about the two groups without any
facial stimuli involved). Participants were asked to report
how they thought a person’s artistic preference related to
their personality. They rated stereotype associations for
every possible pair of the same five traits from the face rat-
ing task, and they did so bidirectionally (e.g., ‘‘How likely
is a trustworthy Kandinsky person to be also responsible?’’
and ‘‘How likely is a responsible Kandinsky person to be
also trustworthy?’’) on a 7-point Likert-type scale (1 = not
at all, 7 = very much). These ratings allowed us to generate
a 5 3 5 similarity matrix in stereotype ratings (within a
broader 14 3 14 similarity matrix across participants) that

Figure 1. The Relationship Between Stereotype Space (Right) and Facial Impression Space (Left) for Each Participant in Study 1. Each Light Blue Line
Represents a Regression Line for Each Participant, and the Red Line Represents an Average Regression Line Across All Participants. Although the Analysis
Involved Fisher’s z Transformation and Subtraction Between Ingroup and Outgroup, the Relationship Between Stereotype Space and Facial Impression
Space Using Untransformed Data are Depicted Here for Illustrative Purposes. See Supplemental Table S2 for Individual Trait–Pair Correlation/Similarity
Scores for Ingroup and Outgroup
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captures the pairwise similarities (i.e., average of the two
bidirectionally assessed ratings) among the five traits evalu-
ated (see Figure 1). This could then be directly compared
to that using the face ratings.

Finally, participants were asked about their agreement
with the group assignment, their collective identification
with their group, and any familiarity with Kandinsky and
Klee and their paintings.

Results

The manipulation checks were successful, and prior famil-
iarity with Kandinsky and Klee was low. We observed
clear group differences in face ratings in favor of ingroup
(Supplemental Analyses S2 and S3).

Relationship Between Facial Impression Space and Stereotype
Space. First, we examined whether each perceiver’s unique
stereotype space predicted their own unique facial impres-
sion space for each perceiver by using a multilevel RSA
approach (Xie et al., 2021). First, we created a 5 3 5 face
rating correlation matrix for ingroup and outgroup, and
Fisher-z transformed the correlations to compare across
ingroup and outgroup. This resulted in 10 unique trait-pair
correlations (e.g., trustworthy-attractive) per group per
participant. These trait-pair correlations were then joined
by corresponding trait-pair stereotype associations (with
each being the average of the two bidirectionally assessed
ratings). Our aim was to assess whether differences between
ingroup and outgroup in stereotype space predicted corre-
sponding differences in facial impression space. To isolate
these group-based differences in trait-pair similarities, we
subtracted outgroup trait-pair similarity indices (i.e., both
face correlation and stereotype association) from corre-
sponding ingroup trait-pair similarity indices for each parti-
cipant. We used a multilevel approach to predict [ingroup–
outgroup] facial impression space from [ingroup–outgroup]
stereotype space (i.e., pairwise stereotype association) (see
Figure 1). The model allowed for random intercepts and
slopes for participant and random intercepts for trait-pair.
We found that differences between ingroup and outgroup
in perceivers’ stereotype space predicted corresponding dif-
ferences in facial impression space, b = .04, b = .10, z =
4.36, 95% confidence interval (CI) = [.02, .06], p \ .001
(Figure 1).

Differences in Core Dimensions Across Group Boundaries. After
showing that the overall structures of facial impressions
and stereotypes are different across group boundaries, we
sought to better characterize the differences. We first
reduced the dimensionality of our data to identify the
underlying dimensions of facial impressions and stereo-
types. We used multidimensional scaling (MDS) to reduce
the dimensionality of our data. Although our face rating
data are suitable for more conventional dimensionality

reduction techniques such as PCA (Jones et al., 2021;
Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008), the stereotype association
data, as similarity ratings, are not. As we wanted to keep
our analyses consistent and comparable to each other, we
used MDS for the face ratings data as well.

Because each participant answered stereotype associa-
tion between a given pair bidirectionally, we first added the
two scores for each pair of traits, which resulted in scores
ranging from 2 (very dissimilar) to 14 (very similar). We
then recoded our stereotype association scores so that a
higher score means more dissimilarity between two traits
and constructed a 14 3 14 dissimilarity matrix (1 = iden-
tical traits in a dissimilarity matrix, 2 = very similar, 14 =
very dissimilar) because MDS requires distance (dissimilar-
ity) as input data. Based on previous research showing two
central dimensions of face and person perception (Fiske
et al., 2002; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008), we used a two-
dimensional solution. We then identified two clusters of
traits by using k-means clustering analysis on each trait’s
scores on the two dimensions. K-means clustering is an
unsupervised machine learning algorithm that uses an
iterative refinement technique to find k number of clusters
with the least amount of combined within-cluster variance.
Each cluster is defined as data points with the least squared
Euclidean distances from each other. Because we expected
two core dimensions underlying person perception (i.e.,
trustworthiness and dominance), we used a two-cluster
solution. Figure 2A shows two clusters reflecting trust-
worthiness and dominance, which are generally consistent
with past work (Jones et al., 2021; Oosterhof & Todorov,
2008).

For face ratings, we converted each pairwise correlation
into distance by subtracting the correlation coefficient from
1 (1 2r), as MDS requires dissimilarity as data input. We
then used k-means clustering to identify two clusters of
traits. We found identical clusters of traits with facial
impression data as with stereotype association data (see
Figure 2B). Independent raters confirmed that the two clus-
ters correctly reflected trustworthiness and dominance
(Supplemental Analysis S4).

Next, we computed average dissimilarity values between
traits across the two clusters (e.g., caring-aggressive) for
both stereotype association and facial impression ratings,
separately for ingroup and outgroup. Because each partici-
pant rated 5 randomly selected traits out of the total 14,
not all participants had the same number of cross-cluster
dissimilarity scores. On average, each participant had 5.21
cross-cluster dissimilarity scores (SD = 1.27), each for
ingroup and outgroup. The number of cross-cluster dissimi-
larity scores did not differ between participants who were
assigned to the Kandinsky group vs. Klee group, t(255) =
.94, p = .35, 95% CI = [2.16, .46]. Six participants rated
all five traits within the same cluster and thus were excluded
from this specific analysis.

We used these cross-cluster dissimilarity data to test the
critical question of whether targets’ ingroup/outgroup
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status shifts the relationship between trustworthiness and
dominance. We compared the mean-level cross-cluster dis-
similarity scores between ingroup and outgroup using
paired t-tests. For stereotype space, we found that traits in
the trustworthiness cluster were more dissimilar to traits in
the dominance cluster for outgroup (M = 8.31, SD =
1.97) relative to ingroup (M = 8.06, SD = 1.97), t(249) =
3.50, p \ .001, 95% CI = [.11, .40], Cohen’s d = .22

(Figure 3). For facial impression space, we found that traits
in the trustworthiness cluster were more negatively
correlated with traits in the dominance cluster for outgroup
(M = 2.30, SD = .33) relative to ingroup (M = 2.25,
SD = .33), t(249) = 3.20, p = .002, 95% CI = [.02, .09],
Cohen’s d = .20.

In addition, across participants, we found a significant
Spearman rank-order correlation between averaged

Figure 3. Bar Plots Comparing Mean Cross-Cluster Trait Dissimilarity Between Ingroup and Outgroup for (A) Stereotype Association and (B) Facial
Impression
Significance code: **\.01. ***\ .001.

Figure 2. Multidimensional Scaling Results of Study 1 Indicate Two Clusters of Traits Based on Pairwise Trait Dissimilarities for (A) Stereotype
Association and (B) Facial Impression. For Both Ratings, the First Cluster Included Attractive, Caring, Confident, Emotionally Stable, Intelligent,
Responsible, Sociable, and Trustworthy (i.e., the Trustworthiness Cluster—Left), Whereas the Second Cluster Included Aggressive, Dominant, Mean,
Threatening, Unhappy, and Weird (i.e., the Dominance Cluster—Right)
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[ingroup–outgroup] cross-cluster facial impression dissimila-
rities (i.e., ingroup minus outgroup) and corresponding
[ingroup–outgroup] cross-cluster stereotype dissimilarities,
r(248) = .17, 95% CI = [.05, .29], p = .007 (Figure 4). This
corroborates the finding of a significant relationship between
unique variations in stereotype space predicting correspond-
ing variations in facial impression space (Figure 1).

Supplemental Analysis S5 casts doubt on the possibility
that these effects were driven by mere ingroup favoritism,
as the shifts in core dimensions were unrelated to ingroup
favoritism. Moreover, there was no evidence that these
effects were limited to only one direction of influence, with
trustworthiness and dominance impacting each other
equally (Supplemental Analysis S6).

Discussion

In Study 1, we found that group-induced changes in con-
ceptual associations were related to corresponding changes
in how ingroup and outgroup faces were evaluated.
Further, we found that such differences in stereotype and
facial impression structures were due to differences in the
relationship between trustworthiness and dominance.
Trustworthiness and dominance became relatively more
negatively related for outgroup relative to ingroup.

Study 2

Study 2 aimed to corroborate the differential relationships
between trustworthiness and dominance across ingroup
and outgroup by manipulating rather than measuring trait-
related facial appearance. We manipulated one trait dimen-
sion (e.g., trustworthiness) and examined its effects on the
other dimension (e.g., dominance). Our critical prediction
was that trustworthiness and dominance would become rel-
atively more negatively related when evaluating outgroup
compared to ingroup, which would be driven by different
conceptual stereotype associations.

Methods

Participants. We recruited 300 White participants from
Prolific to participate in an online study about making
social judgments. Same as Study 1, we recruited White par-
ticipants only to control for any effects of preexisting racial
stereotypes and prejudices. We again excluded participants
who did not have any variability in their responses or failed
attention checks. After exclusion, our final sample size was
256 participants (Mage = 37.34, SDage = 12.73; 119 female,
127 male, seven other, three undisclosed). Participants
received monetary compensation.

Stimuli. We used 16 White male face identities from the
Basel Face Database (Walker et al., 2018). White faces
were again used to avoid confounds related to racial stereo-
types. We also used only male faces because there were not
enough female faces in the database to make the number
of stimuli equal across the two genders. Each identity was
independently manipulated on the communion and the
agency dimensions, which are effectively identical to the
trustworthiness and dominance dimensions, respectively
(Chua & Freeman, 2021; Walker et al., 2018). Thus, each
face identity had four variations: high trustworthy, low
trustworthy, high dominance, and low dominance
(Figure 5). We labeled eight face identities as ingroup and
eight face identities as outgroup, randomized across
participants.

Procedure. The procedure was nearly identical to that of
Study 1 except for the number and type of stimuli used.
After minimal group assignment, participants made judg-
ments of trustworthiness and dominance in separate blocks
(block order counterbalanced). In each block, 16 unique
face identities were presented, 8 of which were labeled as
ingroup and the other 8 labeled as outgroup. Each identity
was presented in low, original, and high variants. In each
block, the trait dimension that varied was always the oppo-
site of the trait dimension being assessed and thus puta-
tively irrelevant for the judgment (i.e., participants judged
trustworthiness while facial dominance was manipulated,
and vice versa, on a 7-point Likert-type scale: 1 = not at

Figure 4. A Spearman Rank-Order Correlation Across Participants
Between [Ingroup–Outgroup] Cross-Cluster Facial Impression
Dissimilarities and Corresponding [Ingroup–Outgroup] Cross-Cluster
Stereotype Dissimilarities in Study 1. The Extent to Which Trustworthiness
and Dominance Clusters Became More Negatively Related for Outgroup
Relative to Ingroup in Stereotype Associations Predicted a Corresponding
Change in a Participant’s Facial Impressions
**\ .01.
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all, 7 = very much). The order of face presentation was ran-
domized across participants and across blocks. Participants
then rated stereotype associations between trustworthiness
and dominance traits for each of the two minimal groups
(e.g., ‘‘How likely is a trustworthy Kandinsky person to be
also dominant?’’), bidirectionally, on a 7-point Likert-type
scale. Finally, as in Study 1, participants answered manipu-
lation check questions.

Results

The manipulation checks were successful, and prior famil-
iarity with Kandinsky and Klee was low (Supplemental
Analysis S7).

First, we examined stereotype associations of trust-
worthiness and dominance. Consistent with Study 1, we
added the two directional stereotype ratings for each parti-
cipant, resulting in scores ranging from 2 (very dissimilar)
to 14 (very similar), and recoded them so that a higher
score means more dissimilarity. A paired t test to showed
that participants believed trustworthiness and dominance
were more dissimilar for outgroup (M = 8.34, SD = 2.15)
than ingroup (M = 7.40, SD = 2.12), t(255) = 6.77, 95%
CI = [.67, 1.20], p \ .001, Cohen’s d = .42.

Next, we used a linear mixed-effects model to predict
trustworthiness/dominance judgments from the face var-
iant presented (low, original, and high variant of the alter-
nate trait dimension), targets’ ingroup/outgroup status
(ingroup and outgroup), and their interaction. In this
model, the manipulated level of stimuli was centered to
show the overall effects of ingroup/outgroup status. The
model allowed for random intercepts and slopes of
ingroup/outgroup status for participant. The main effect of

the face variant was significant, indicating an overall nega-
tive relationship between trustworthiness and dominance, b
= 2.27, b = 2.30, z = 22.36, 95% CI = [2.29, 2.24], p
\ .001. There was also a significant main effect of targets’
ingroup/outgroup status, indicating that, on average
ingroup faces were judged more trustworthy and dominant
than outgroup faces regardless of the manipulation, b =
.15, b = .11, z = 4.70, 95% CI = [.09, .22], p \ .001.
There was a significant interaction, b = .05, b = .03, z =
2.23, 95% CI = [.01, .10], p = .03, which arose due to a
more negative relationship between the two traits when
judging outgroup faces (simple b = 2.29, b = 2.33, z =
17.39, 95% CI = [2.33, 2.26], p \ .001) than ingroup
faces (simple b = 2.24, b = 2.27, z = 14.23, 95% CI =
[2.27, 2.21], p \ .001). Additional analyses demonstrated
that trustworthiness and dominance impacted each other
symmetrically (Supplemental Analysis S6).

Finally, we conducted a mediational analysis to test for
the intermediary role of stereotype associations in the shift
in facial impressions across ingroup and outgroup.
Specifically, we tested the possibility that stereotype asso-
ciations (mediator) may partly explain the effects of
ingroup/outgroup status (independent variable) on the
relationship between trustworthiness and dominance
dimensions (i.e., the effect of the trustworthiness/domi-
nance face variants on judgments of the alternate dimen-
sion). For each participant, we computed the correlation
coefficient between low/original/high [21, 0, 1] facial var-
iants and judgments of the alternate trait (dependent vari-
able) separately for ingroup and outgroup members [0, 1].
For brevity, we refer to the correlation between facial var-
iants and judgments of the alternate trait as ‘‘facial impres-
sion’’ below.

Figure 5. Example of an Individual Face Identity Manipulated to Appear Low or High in Trustworthiness or Dominance. Each Identity was Presented
in Low (23 SD), Original, and High (+ 3 SD) Variants
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As expected, ingroup/outgroup status was significantly
related to both facial impressions, b = 2.09, b = 2.08, z
= 2.51, 95% CI = [2.17, 2.02], p = .01, and stereotype
associations, b = .93, b = .21, z = 6.73, 95% CI = [.66,
1.21], p \ .001. More importantly, the relationship
between stereotype associations and facial impressions
remained significant after controlling for ingroup/outgroup
status, b = 2.03, b = 2.10, z = 2.26, 95% CI = [2.05,
2.00], p = .02, whereas the relationship between ingroup/
outgroup status and facial impressions was no longer sig-
nificant, b = 2.07, b = 2.05, z = 1.70, 95% CI = [2.15,
.01], p = .09, indicating evidence for full mediation.
Finally, a 10,000-iteration bootstrapping analysis demon-
strated a significant indirect effect, indicating that stereo-
type associations fully explained the relationship between
ingroup/outgroup status and facial impressions, b = 2.03,
95% CI = [2.05, 2.00], p = .03 (Figure 6).

Discussion

By manipulating trustworthiness and dominance of face
stimuli and assessing their effects on the alternate trait
dimension, we found converging evidence that these core
dimensions of facial impressions are differentially related
across group boundaries. Moreover, we found that a dif-
ference in conceptual knowledge across ingroup and out-
group drove these core dimensions to become differentially
related in facial impressions.

General Discussion

In two studies, we demonstrated shifts in core dimensions
of facial impressions across minimal ingroup and out-
group. In Study 1, we first showed that there are variations
in facial impression structures across group boundaries,
which were explained by a shift in the two core dimensions,
trustworthiness and dominance. Trustworthiness and dom-
inance were stereotypically believed to be relatively more

negatively related for outgroup than ingroup, and this pre-
dicted similar patterns in facial impressions. In Study 2, we
showed that systematically manipulating trait-related facial
appearance (i.e., trustworthiness and dominance) resulted
in perceptions of the alternate dimension that are different
between ingroup and outgroup. We also demonstrated that
a stronger stereotypic belief that trustworthiness ’ domi-
nance for ingroup than outgroup mediated the shifts in
facial impression dimensions. Overall, these findings sug-
gest that core dimensions of facial impression are flexible
and can shift in intergroup contexts. These shifts occurred
above and beyond mere ingroup favoritism, providing
insight into our understanding of intergroup bias and
perception.

It has long been suggested that the two core dimensions
underlying facial impression structures, trustworthiness
and dominance, are independent, relatively fixed, and uni-
versal given their functionally adaptive nature (Jones et al.,
2021; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008). However, a growing
body of research has demonstrated meaningful variability
across individuals and cultures (Stolier et al., 2018b). The
present results add to this mounting evidence of a dynamic
rather than fixed architecture for facial impression that is
strongly context-dependent (e.g., Oh et al., 2022), varying
across different social cognitive factors, such as targets’
ingroup/outgroup status. Specifically, our work provides
converging evidence that changes in individuals’ idiosyn-
cratic stereotypic beliefs about groups predict correspond-
ing changes in facial impressions across groups (e.g., race
and gender in Xie et al., 2021). Our work expands on this
finding by isolating the effects of ingroup/outgroup status
using the minimal group paradigm. By doing so, our
work advances our understanding of intergroup percep-
tion by showing that the effects of ingroup/outgroup sta-
tus on facial impression and stereotype structures go
beyond mere ingroup favoritism. While it is widely known
that ingroup members are perceived more favorably than
outgroup members across different traits (e.g., Ratner
et al., 2014), here we showed that ingroup/outgroup dis-
tinction influenced the structure in which different traits
were perceived.

We argued that trustworthiness and dominance become
relatively more negatively related for outgroup members
due to dominance being registered as an intergroup threat.
Outgroup members who are more dominant would be bet-
ter able to enact bad intentions, such as taking away one’s
resources (Esses et al., 1993), and consequently be perceived
as more untrustworthy. Ingroup members, however, are
expected to provide support and resources (Brewer, 2007),
and thus those who are more dominant would be better
able to enact good intentions and be perceived as compe-
tent (Anderson & Kilduff, 2009) and consequently more
trustworthy (Oliveira et al., 2019). This leads to shifts in
perceivers’ conceptual knowledge about the ingroup and
outgroup and, which in turn, shifts in facial impression
structures. Indeed, threatening faces tend to be judged more

Figure 6. The Model Shows the Effects of Ingroup/outgroup Status
(Ingroup = 0, Outgroup 1) on Facial Impressions as Mediated by
Stereotype Associations. Values Indicate Standardized Regression
Coefficients (b)
Significance code: ns..05. *\.05. ***\.001.
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dominant and less trustworthy, while nonthreatening faces
tend to be judged more competent and more trustworthy
(Todorov et al., 2008). The overall effects we observed are
also consistent with findings of motivated perception and
cognition (Balcetis & Dunning, 2006; Hughes & Zaki,
2015). For instance, perceivers more strongly process goal-
consistent information (e.g., ingroup = good) while often
failing to appropriately process goal-inconsistent informa-
tion (Hughes et al., 2017). Accordingly, it is possible that
trustworthiness and dominance being relatively more nega-
tively related for outgroup than ingroup reflects similar
motivational processes that change both stereotype associa-
tions about ingroup and outgroup and, consequently, facial
impressions. While motivational processes may be at the
heart of these shifts, our results suggest that a proximal
contributor to changes in facial impression structures is the
differences in conceptual knowledge between ingroup and
outgroup.

Although our work provides a first demonstration of
shifts in core dimensions of facial impressions across group
boundaries, there are several limitations. First, we only used
White face stimuli and recruited White participants to limit
the effects of preexisting stereotypes and prejudices about
real-world groups. Furthermore, we used novel groups
using the minimal group paradigm, which may limit the
generalizability of our findings. That said, these findings
provide a foundation on which ingroup/outgroup distinc-
tions may have in forming impressions of others’ faces. We
would expect such intergroup effects to be more nuanced
and complex in the context of real-world groups such as
racial or political groups due to integrative processing of
preexisting stereotypes and attitudes (Freeman et al., 2020;
Kunda & Thagard, 1996). An important next step of this
research is to examine the effects of ingroup/outgroup dis-
tinctions in the presence of real-world groups. Second, traits
in the trustworthiness and dominance clusters identified in
Study 1 differed significantly on valence (Supplemental
Analysis S4), raising the possibility that the shifts in facial
impression structures across group boundaries may in part
be due to changes in the relationship between positive and
negative traits. Although this does not discount our findings
that overall facial impression structures shift across ingroup
and outgroup, future research could more clearly delineate
the mechanisms behind such shifts by attempting to distin-
guish valence from the core dimensions identified in our
research. Finally, it is possible that ingroup/outgroup status
could change core dimensions beyond the two-dimensional
model examined in the current research, such as across three
(Sutherland et al., 2013) or four dimensions (Lin et al.,
2021). These questions could be explored by future research.

In conclusion, the present work provides evidence for
shifts in facial impression structures across group bound-
aries. Our findings not only further show that core dimen-
sions of facial impressions are more flexible and context-
dependent than typically appreciated but also show that
intergroup contexts exert fundamental changes in the

structure of facial impressions that go beyond ingroup
favoritism.
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Note

1. The CFD norming data of the faces used in this study
showed a somewhat stronger negative relationship between
trustworthiness and dominance (r = 2.49; Supplemental
Analysis S1).
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